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Executive
Education

4 Reasons to choose a QPlayLearn
online training programme

Learn
• Multimedia content designed specifically for the online format, including interactive tools and short
high-impact videos, in a multi-device and mobile friendly e-learning platform
• Use of relevant and engaging examples and short case studies from a wide range of industries

Interact

Multi-dimensional Interactions with Peers,
Quantum Experts & Learning Coaches
The e-learning courses are complemented by a rich set of interactive elements, including animations,
video games, knowledge checks and self-correcting quizzes, online discussions, and interviews to
world-leading quantum experts. Through these interactions, we build a community of quantum
scientists, learning coaches and diverse, high-quality global executives who learn together as a group.

Apply

Real-time Application for Impact
Quantum Action Learning Projects (QALP) are a core element of the online programmes, designed to
increase business impact. The guided ‘real-world assignments’ feature of the programmes encourages
participants to take newly acquired skills and apply them within the context of their actual
organisation. The projects are closely aligned with the learning in the programme and benefit from the
learning community, with feedback from the learning coach and from peer review. This helps
identifying useful use cases where the power of Quantum is applied to the specific areas of interest of
the company.

Certify
Official Certification from Algorithmiq-QPlayLearn
Upon successful completion of all programme activities, combined with satisfactory grades on the
final assignment, participants are awarded an official Certificate of Completion which they can also
showcase on their LinkedIn profile.

Customisable
e-Learning Programmes

QPlayLearn’s Customised e-Learning Programmes are tailor-made corporate
learning solutions that provide a perfect blend of top academic research,
cutting-edge digital technology, and most up-to-date pedagogical design.
Using innovative learning techniques, we design solutions for all levels of
your organisation–from the Board and C-suite right through multiple
leadership levels, so that new behaviours and mindsets cascade throughout
the organisation to enable continued transformation.
We partner with your organisation to create a learning solution directly tied
to your strategic objectives.
These highly customised solutions allow to reach a large number of
employees across the world in an efficient, impactful and cost-effective
way. The resulting learning is not only engaging and thought-provoking, but
also practical, convenient and–above all–immediately applicable.
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How it works

Diagnose

QPlayLearn
Programme Director
conducts key
stakeholders
interviews to deepen
understanding of
business quantum
development priorities
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impact
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Customisable e-Learning programmes: Contact Programme Directors for a quotation.

Inspiration Quantum

Discover the potential of quantum technologies.
Quantum technologies have the potential to transform industry value chains in the areas of
chemistry, biology, healthcare, communication, materials science, finance, robotics and
artificial intelligence (AI). Quantum-enhanced solutions are not just about the development of
new applications that can accelerate productivity and competitive edge for companies. They
are about making the impossible possible, and therefore revolutionising the whole market.
At the end of this introductory, two-weeks course you will be able to:
• understand what quantum technology means and is about;
• read the media critically, and
• identify, when it comes to quantum technologies and quantum computers, good (truthful
and accurate) media sources such as articles, news or videos from the fake/hyped ones.
Inspiration Quantum provides an introduction to some basic concepts of quantum science
and technology to kick off your quantum computing journey.

Participant Profile

Key Benefits
• Gain general, jargon-free understanding of quantum technologies
• Learn how different quantum technologies work across functional
areas

Programme Directors
Prof. Sabrina Maniscalco
Professor of Quantum Information,
Computing & Logic
University of Helsinki
Adjunct Professor
Aalto University
Vice-Director of the Finnish Centre of
Excellence on Quantum Technologies
CEO, Algorithmiq Oy

Dr. Caterina Foti
Senior Researcher
Quantum Education and Outreach Coordinator
Aalto University
Qplaylearn coordinator
Algorithmiq Oy

Quantum Roadmap

Unlocking the power of quantum technologies in the digital age.
Building in-house “Quantum Competency” will take time, so companies need to act now. Due
to quantum technology’s steep learning curve, a “fast-follower” approach will not work and
lead to overspending in an attempt to catch up.
In the coming decade, the impact of quantum industry is only set to accelerate as more and
more industries leverage its transformational capabilities. Today’s business leaders need to
get ahead of the innovation curve now. To understand and act on the unprecedented
opportunities that quantum offers, leaders need to look at what is possible today as well as
what will be possible tomorrow. They need to discover what actions are being taken by
pioneers in other sectors that can translate to their own – and drive quantum advantage.
Quantum Roadmap takes you to a deep understanding of how quantum technologies are and
will be deployed in business, so that you can see what they can (and cannot) do for you and
your organisation.

Key Benefits

Participant Profile

• Gain solid, jargon-free understanding of quantum technologies
and the opportunities for your organisation
• Explore how different quantum technologies work across functional
areas
• Master the skills and vocabulary to work effectively with
quantum scientists
• Understand the risks and limits of quantum algorithms
• Learn how to build quantum capabilities for your organisation
• Work on individual or group Quantum Action Learning Projects, with
feedbacks from Learning Coaches, to solve real business problems
within the context of your actual job and organisation

• Senior executives who want to understand how they can
make their organisations quantum-ready
• Leaders and senior executives seeking the comprehensive
perspective they need to lead in a digital world, with a focus
on the strategic, organisational and innovation implications
of quantum technologies

Programme Directors
Prof. Sabrina Maniscalco
Professor of Quantum Information,
Computing & Logic
University of Helsinki
Adjunct Professor
Aalto University
Vice-Director of the Finnish Centre of
Excellence on Quantum Technologies
CEO, Algorithmiq Oy

Dr. Caterina Foti
Senior Researcher
Quantum Education and Outreach Coordinator
Aalto University
QPlayLearn Coordinator
Algorithmiq Oy

Programme Content

Develop
Week

What Quantum is (and
why you should care)

1

Deliver

Debrief

• Understand what Quantum is and identify Quantum Technologies’
applications across various sectors.
• Learn the Quantum Dictionary to acquire the skills and vocabulary
for working effectively with quantum scientists

Week 2
Building Quantum
capabilities

• Understand the differences between quantum-enhanced projects
and conventional IT projects.
• Hear from a leading quantum expert to discuss how to identify and
execute successful quantum-enabled business opportunities.

Week 3
Identifying Quantum
solutions with external
expertise

• Examine the ground rules for formulating a business question as
‘’Quantum solvable’’.
• Discuss outsourcing quantum development, retraining solutions,
and crowdsourcing via ‘’gamification’’ projects and citizen
science.
• Explore limitations of quantum technologies today and
understand why we need prototyping.

Week 4
The Quantum Future of
Companies

• Touch on a number of broader topics that go beyond the
technical details and specific applications.
• Develop a point of view on the challenges and risks that the
advancement of Quantum Technologies poses.

Quantum Retraining
Transforming your Business with Quantum

Build a quantum-ready team in your organisation.
With Quantum Retraining your team will have the opportunity to debate and discuss new ideas
and concepts and focus their learning around the team’s needs and your broader
organisational objectives. The team will learn about the actual options that make quantum
programming already possible. Some basic Python programming skills are recommended to
get the most out of the course (but not mandatory). By using existing quantum computers on
the Cloud, company employees will be able to run quantum algorithms and program a
quantum computer.
Quantum Action Learning Projects (QALP) are a core element of the quantum retraining
programme, designed to increase business impact. The guided ‘real-world assignments’ feature
of the programmes encourages participants to take newly acquired skills and apply them
within the context of their actual job and organisation. The projects are closely aligned with
the learning in the programme and benefit from the learning community, with feedback from
the learning coach and from peer review.
Quantum Retraining gives you a deep understanding of how quantum technologies are
deployed in business. It allows companies to train a team of experts who are able to program
a quantum computer and analyse possible use-cases of interest for your company.

Participant Profile

Key Benefits
• Gain solid, jargon-free understanding of quantum technologies
and the opportunities for your organisation
• Learn basic principles of quantum programming and practice on
real quantum devices.
• Formulate a plan for applying the quantum concepts learned
through your Quantum Action Learning Project, supported by your
learning coach.
• Understand how existing quantum algorithms apply to the QALP
• Implement your QALP in your organisation, assess results and
adapt as needed.
• Integrate new quantum terminology, tools and frameworks.

• R&D Employees and executives with possible background in
data analysis, software development or digital technologies.

Programme Directors
Prof. Sabrina Maniscalco
Professor of Quantum Information, Computing & Logic
University of Helsinki
Adjunct Professor
Aalto University
Vice-Director of the Finnish Centre of Excellence on
Quantum Technologies
CEO, Algorithmiq Oy

Dr. Caterina Foti
Senior Researcher
Quantum Education and Outreach Coordinator
Aalto University
QPlayLearn coordinator
Algorithmiq Oy

Programme Content
Quantum Retraining is delivered online over a period of four weeks
and uses real-world video case studies, cutting-edge technologies,
interactive digital media and computer modelling to gain solid,
jargon-free understanding of quantum technologies. Every week we
will explore a specific topic. Your learning will be enriched by handson group or individual work, Quantum Action Learning Projects to
identify useful use cases for your own organisation, quantum
programming exercises guided by an expert quantum coach and
using real quantum computers.

Week 1
What Quantum is (and
why you should care)

• Understand what Quantum is and the Quantum Technology
applications across various sectors.
• Learn the Quantum Dictionary to acquire the skills and vocabulary
to work effectively with quantum scientists.

Week 2
Quantum Computing
and Simulations

• Understand the basic concepts of quantum computing and its
disruptive potential to impact the market.
• Discuss with leading quantum experts how to identify relevant
quantum-enabled real-world use cases.

Week 3

Quantum Programming

• Examine the ground rules of quantum algorithms and software.
• Learn to program a real quantum computer
• Understand the challenges and limitations of current quantum
devices.

Week 4
Quantum
Action Learning Projects

• Design with your learning coach a QALP that is right for your
company and align with your personal learning objectives.
• Develop concrete strategic recommendations based on your
QALP and submit them for peer review.
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